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Yolanda Finette is a highly respected and

experienced award winning certified holistic

life coach, holistic counsellor and wellbeing

facilitator

Yolanda has a 25-year professional career in the child, youth

and family services sector, in both the Melbourne Aboriginal

community and the United States. 

Yolanda is driven by extensive experience in professional

mentoring and coaching, program & project development &

leadership, program management, cross-cultural

communication, diversity & inclusion, strategic planning and

facilitation 

Yolanda was born in North Carolina, USA and grew up in

Melbourne, Australia. Yolanda is a Yorta Yorta, African –

American and Greek woman and it is through her multi-

cultural lens and journey of healing and reconnection that she

is able to facilitate a unique, dynamic and holistic approach to

her practice, drawing on both traditional and modern

modalities. 

Working from an Aboriginal Cultural, Trauma-informed and

Anti-oppression lens, combined with Yolanda’s lived

experience, professional experiences, and expansive skillset,

Yolanda is able to offer Personal and Self-development

Workshops that intuitively cater to the needs of individuals,

teams and workplaces. 

Yolanda is a a member of Supply Nation, Kinaway & the

Australian Association of Holistic Counsellors and Healers. 

About  Yolanda  "For Aboriginal people our stories, our land, our
ancestors, our dreaming are all interconnected. 

The Stories go beyond the individual, they are held in the land across

thousands of years. My work honours this spiritual and cultural connection to

country, ancestors and culture."



WORKSHOP & PRESENTATION

THEMES AND TOPICS

2021 



Challenging capitalist ideologies of self care 

Radical Self Care and collective responsibility 

Self-honour & respect 

Cultivating Self Awareness 

Holistic Self Care through the 7 inter-related domains of Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islander Wellbeing 

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

RADICAL SELF CARE
Reframing Self Care through Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

concepts of wellbeing 

Reflect on your values, guiding you towards what really matters to you

and how different your life looks when you are living in alignment with

your values 

Rekindle your passion & purpose to create inspiring and motivating

goals 

Develop an action plan that you can actually stick to

learn success mindsets, rituals and habits that create change and

challenge blocks 

Create your crystal clear vision for your life for the next 12 months 

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

GOAL SETTING & VISION

PLANNING 
Push past your comfort zone and re-imagine what you beleive is

possible for your life  



strengthen participants with tools and resources to support

themselves through difficult times, 

manage and honour all the feelings & emotions, 

draw on your own ancestral knowledge and guidance systems and 

anchor into sustainable and supportive rituals and habits. 

are feeling a sense of grief, loss or overwhelm about the world

around them

are needing a safe space to yarn and process their emotions

are struggling to regulate their nervous sytstem and needing

support to stay grounded 

are feeling a bit isolated and need a supportive group to feel

connected to

need to reconnect with their sense of self and regain a sense of

power and alignment 

have been beating themselves up and need to give themselves

some love, kindness & compassion 

are feeling depleted and have been giving to their family, job,

community from an empty cup 

recognise that its time to start prioritising themselves

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL:

THIS WORKSHOP IS FOR PEOPLE WHO:

HONOURING YOU 
An immersive experience centering First Nations wisdom, healing

& knowledge systems to navigate challenging times can be

offered as a one of workshop or program 



Building awareness around working through Limiting beliefs & self doubt

Unlock why fear pops up in certain areas of your life + tools to support

you to initiate change!

Strategies to Shift your mindset to feel more Inspired, motivated and

confident in life 

Honouring the systemic challenges that we navigate as First Nations

people and reclaiming our power and strength!

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

MINDSET & CONFIDENCE 
Unlock your inner-confidence, ditch your self-doubt & 

re-connect to your full potential 

Developing a healthy relationship with yourself

Letting go of perfection and releasing judgment

Discover how to bring more self-worth and self-compassion into your

daily life

Gain a deeper self awareness of how our sense of self and worth has

been influenced by social conditioning and oppression

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

ALL THINGS SELF 
Embodying Self-worth, Self-love & Self Compassion 

"IT'S AMAZING WHAT HAPPENS 

When we stop 

being afraid of

honouring of ourselves"

 

 



Exploring your relationship with money and your money stories 

Identify your money blocks 

The systems that have held us back from creating abundance in our

lives 

Tools & techniques to release the money beliefs that no longer serve

you 

Creating a new blueprint for your future money story 

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

MONEY MINDSET  
An introduction to money mindset work 

Learning healthy boundaries to empower us at home, at work and in our

everyday lives

Learning to say no, to set limits, to ask for what you need or want

How to set and communicate your boundaries in a kind and gentle way

How to experience freedom and honor your feelings in your

relationships

Build the foundation for healthy self-care and relationships with others

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

SETTING HEALTHY

BOUNDARIES 
Boundaries are essential to loving ourselves and having healthy,

fulfilling relationships.



Grounding and meditation 

Sharing and space holding

reflection and wisdom sharing

Cleanse &  energy release exercises 

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

REFLECTION & YARNING

SPACE  
Facilitation of safe and sacred group yarning & reflection circles 

Learning healthy boundaries to empower us at home, at work and in our

everyday lives

Learning to say no, to set limits, to ask for what you need or want

How to set and communicate your boundaries in a kind and gentle way

How to experience freedom and honor your feelings in your

relationships

Build the foundation for healthy self-care and relationships with others

THIS WORKSHOP WITH YOLANDA WILL

COVER:

PROCRASTINATION, SELF-

SABOTAGE & IMPOSTER

SYNDROME
Boundaries are essential to loving ourselves and having healthy,

fulfilling relationships.



The impact of Transgenerational Trauma in the coaching space

The 5 Pillars of life coaching through a cultural lens

Key factors om decolonising my practice 

What does it mean to be a First Natons Coach 

THIS PRESENTATION WILL COVER:

INTERRUPTING THE

PROGRAM
Decolonising & Indigenising the Life Coaching Space 



info@yolandafinette.com

yolandafinette.com YFinette

yolandafinette

"Yolanda is a great presenter and also creates a super safe space.

You can tell that she's just touching the tip of what she knows and wants to share with

people. Really knowledgeable and explains things perfectly and gives great real world

examples."

-Goal setting workshop participant 
 

 
"I now feel, excited and re-energised, and grounded...THANKS YOLANDA :)"

-Goal setting workshop participant

""Great info and CULTURALLY BASED which is so important for us! thank you"

-Self-care workshop participant 
 

"It was the check-in and self-reflection I have really

needed this year. 
This can be difficult to self-initiate and Yolanda's questions and prompts really helped me to reflect

on my own actions, beliefs and self-care practices. I would like to be able to do this on a more

regular basis"

-Self-care workshop participant 

 

"This workshop is important and I think many

more Aboriginal women would benefit from this

type of workshop."
-Mindset & Confidence workshop participant 

 

"We have witnessed the important holistic and culturally informed and trauma led work that Yolanda

has delivered to many of our community members on a national level. 

The results have contributed to excellent, long term and sustainable prosperities and true self

determination for everyone involved. We are truly privileged to have her in the family and highly

recommend her work and services."

Cormach Evans CEO, Ngarrimili 

"Yolanda is very powerful and speaks from the heart and with integrity. She is a vision of

empowerment and self-love for not only Aboriginal Women but all women. 

Yolanda walks the talk and is an inspiration, women attending her workshop felt inspired and a sense

of connection to her words."

Nikki Foy - City of Ballarat 

Yolanda is delightful to work with, she is engaged, open, and extremely knowledgeable.

Highly recommend.

Lynette Russell- Monash University 

Yolanda was very engaging, thoughtful and provided fantastic insights into building

cultural connections. Her workshop was very practical with lots of examples and really

useful tools and resources. I would highly recommend Yolanda.

 Alison Brown- University of Melbourne


